 manufacturing commercial and bespoke nesting boxes for: Birds; Bats; Mammals and Insects

Stephan de Beer
Manufacturer of
GENESIS
Nest Boxes
MANUFACTURED IN IRELAND

Manufactured from Magnesium Oxide (MgO) Wall Board it is:

- Waterproof
- Fire rated for 2.5 hours
- South side fitting no problem
- Mould resistant
- Rodent proof
- Weighs only 16 kg (triple entry box)
- Recyclable – box 100% - dispose of stainless fasteners separately
- MgO ground to a fine powder assists in photo efflorescence for plants
- Guaranteed for life
- Remains in place year after year
- Uses the revolutionary MACcup® (patent applied for) nesting cup

Full house – Our CONSERVATION model:-

- Comes equipped with fitted MacCup® nesting cups (Multi Access)
- All nesting boxes are feathered and ready for nesting
- Pre painted with Fleetwood Exterior wall paints
- Stainless Steel screws, bolts, staples
- Aluminium wall brackets

We offer a variety of models (Conservation and Audio Visual) for a number of species.

Genesis 3 port Swift Nest Box painted Slate Grey as standard

Pay with:

PayPal

Hand crafted in the West of Ireland

- Single, double and triple entry ex stock, 4 and 8 entrance on request
- Exterior mounted and Built in, does not require a lintel
- Can be plastered, painted and tiled with ceramics or face bricks

Genesis Swift Box
Introducing the new range of **Genesis Wild Life Nesting Boxes**, manufactured in Ireland, the nesting boxes offer value for money as well as many features not found in any other commercial nesting box.

We do a variety of nesting boxes, colony hotels and accessories for bats, birds, insects and mammals, all custom crafted by hand could be exported to any country in the EU, UK or America with relative ease.

We specialise in custom-built (bespoke) nesting boxes for a variety of species.

**As an example: Our SWIFT nesting boxes offer:**

- The nesting box is **crafted by hand**
- Single, double, treble and **quadruple entry external** nesting boxes
- Single, double treble entry **built in (and plastered)** nesting boxes
- MacCup **access to the inside** of the box for out of season cleaning (External only)
- **Easy access** to fit cameras
- Pre-printed in **box Camera Shots** displaying your name for the camera
- **Life time guarantee**
- **We fit our own** boxes locally at an agreed charge if required
- All nails, staples, screws, bolts, nuts and washers used are **stainless steel**, this stops rust marks on walls and fascia boards
- Aluminium **wall brackets** 4 mm thick
- We supply **Sleeve anchors** for fitting
- Material used to construct the box:
  - Manufactured from Magnesium Oxide (MgO): - [https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Magnesium_oxide](https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Magnesium_oxide)
  - Has a **2.5 hour fire retention rating**, will not heat up in direct sun
  - Is **water proof**: - 0.01% increase in mass after 28 days immersion
  - Is actively anti-microbial, **mould cannot grow** on it due to the magnesium chloride (salt) content.
  - **It is easier and safer to work with**: there are no VOCs, (Volatile Organic Compounds) carcinogens or toxins of any sort. Magnesium oxide and magnesium chloride are both used as health supplements
  - **Insect/Vermin proof**
  - Does not **delaminate** over time
  - Can be **100% recycled** back into nature with no negative effects as plant food
Stephan de Beer
Manufacturer of
GENESIS
Nest Boxes
MANUFACTURED IN IRELAND

We manufacture commercial and bespoke nesting boxes for:
Birds; Bats; Mammals and Insects

MAGNESIUM OXIDE – GREEN COMPONENT

Magnesium powder assists plant photosynthesis

Magnesium powder supplement
Magnesium Oxide Supplement

Killarney
County Kerry
Ireland
Mobile
00353861087266
E-Mail
 genesisnestboxes@gmail.com
Magnesium Oxide is the ultimate green construction material as its used in its natural form and is reshaped by powdering the original mined product and recasting it into usable shapes. It contains no Volatile Organic Compounds and no harmful materials added during the manufacturing process. Magnesium Oxide is a well-known refractory material and has an impressive fire rating.

Once any of our manufactured products, i.e. Bird’s nests, Plant holders or park benches requires replacement (nothing lasts forever and most things are changed for a different shape, size or texture) these can be returned to us for recycling.

Once our product is re-ground to a powder form, it becomes a source of plant photosynthesis. This is very easily and inexpensively achieved and will initially be undertaken by Genesis Ireland. We will offer a free recycling service of our product; the residue may be offered to the Killarney Tidy Towns Committee for their annual planting season.

Once MgO becomes a household name in Ireland and the UK it would be our vision that every County Council has recycling facilities for MgO products which in turn may result in a cash operation for them, removing tonnes of construction materials (old ceiling and walling board) and household plastics (flower boxes and the like) from landfill.

Please contact Stephan on 0861087266 or genesisnestboxes@gmail.com for any enquiries, we are open for business.